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Simply work out others behaviour patterns by matching these bratty descriptions; 
now enhanced with as Jekyll or as Hyde descriptions. 

But it is still the same person in front of you! 
 
 

Dominance Quadrant- HIGH D 

1. DIRECTOR Pattern. ESTJ. Michelle Obama. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure: Lecturing and bossing others.  
In Jekyll mode:  Organized, good leader, self-aware, kind, self-sacrificing, understanding, 
structured. 
In Hyde mode:  Condescending, control-freak, dogmatic, explosive, exhibit traits of Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder, inflexible, self-centred.  
In Bratty mode:  Self-assured and worldly, tendency to genuinely believe that they know what is 
best for those around them, but that may not necessarily be the case. Need to be more tolerant 
of other people’s choices, irrespective of how illogical they may seem to them.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The incontinent autocrat.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of High Handedness and Implementing™. 
 

2. DEVELOPER Pattern. ENTJ. Joseph Starlin. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Playing people to get what they 
want.  
In Jekyll mode:  Organized, good leader, self-aware, coolly confident, self-sacrificing, 
understanding. 
In Hyde mode:  Condescending, mean, explosive, stifling, control-freak, dogmatic, cold, lazy, self-
centred. 
In Bratty mode:  Can talk their way in or out of anything and may take advantage of this. Need to 
remember that they are accountable for everything they say while the charm is turned on. If 
they make a promise in order to get something they want, they are still accountable for 
delivering on it and sometimes they will not deliver, causing bravado when it ends up in conflict.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The soulless puppet master.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Conflict Creation and Exploiting™. 
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3. RESULT-ORIENTED Pattern. ESTP. Donald Trump. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Coercing others into submission. 
In Jekyll mode:  Motivated, motivator, hardworking, challenger, good leader, energetic, fun. 
In Hyde mode:  Self-centred, rude, mean, exhibit ADHD traits, unpredictable, critical, know all.  
In Bratty mode:  A powerful self-starter. Masters of pinpointing the most efficient way of getting 
things done and sometimes this requires the participation of other people. As long as things are 
going okay, will respect others’ boundaries. When a derailment occurs, may manipulate and 
force and threaten others into acting in a way that serves them. The end justifies the means. This 
is extremely effective in the best of times and morally questionable in the worst.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The burned out pornstar.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Domineering and Selling™. 
 

4. INSPIRATIONAL Pattern. ENTP. Henry Kissinger.  
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Taking advantage of people. 
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, quirky, excitable, motivated, energetic, creative, good leader. 
In Hyde mode:  Self-centred, rude, cold, know all, manipulative, lazy, "cut-throat", critical, 
hateful.  
In Bratty mode:  By manipulation and knowing how to push people's buttons will get what they 
want, generally with no concern for the other party. Will deny this attribute. Should learn to 
reign in the manipulative tendencies before their bad behaviour blows up in their face when they 
take advantage.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The snivelling malcontent.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Debating and Discussing™ 
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Simply work out others behaviour patterns by matching these bratty descriptions; 
now enhanced with as Jekyll or as Hyde descriptions. 

But it is still the same person in front of you! 

 
Influence Quadrant- HIGH I 

5. PERSUADER Pattern. ENFJ. Nelson Mandela. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Interfering with people’s personal 
lives.  
In Jekyll mode: Kind, orderly, well-kept, passionate, confident, self-sacrificing. 
In Hyde mode:  Manipulative, fussy, whiny, very emotional, self-conscious, self-hating, 
depressed, sporadically cruel.  
In Bratty mode: Emotionally intelligent, needs to let others make their own decisions and let go 
of the reins. Intention is to assist but does not take into account what the other party really 
wants, it is what they think is best. Getting caught meddling puts them at risk of losing trust and 
making the situation worse. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The loudmouth propagandist. 
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Liking to be Liked and Influencing ™. 
 

6. APPRAISER Pattern. ESFJ. Sarah Palin. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Engaging in gossip.  
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, orderly, well-kept, good leader, community worker, self-sacrificing. 
In Hyde mode:  Mean, very emotional, jealous, egoistic, sassy, dramatic, power-hungry, 
sporadically cruel. 
In Bratty mode:  While interested in what others are up to, needs to know when to keep their 
mouth shut. May develop a reputation for being warm in person but judgmental behind other's 
backs and gain a reputation accordingly. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The intolerable B-Lister.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon Coaching and Nurturing™. 
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7. PROMOTER Pattern. ENFP. Julian Assange. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Disappearing on people.  
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, altruistic, self-aware, self-confident, helper, achiever, passionate. 
In Hyde mode:  Highly emotional, frantic, stifling, rude, self-centred, "cry baby", oblivious.  
In Bratty mode:  Have an ultra-short attention span, combined with lots of feelings. When 
something new grabs their attention, they tend to just disappear and cannot be relied upon. May 
have strung people along beforehand - friends, family, business associates and love interests all 
of whom should not be confused at the disappearance nor why activities remain incomplete. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The whinging primadonna.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of The Short Attention Span and Inspiring™. 
 

8. COUNSELOR Pattern. ESFP. Bill Clinton. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Chasing the spotlight at all costs.  
In Jekyll mode:  Orderly, well-kept, helper, understanding, energetic, quirky. 
In Hyde mode:  Manipulative, egoistic, unfocussed, lazy, selfish, rude, crazy, mean. 
In Bratty mode:  Not sticking to plans and dropping commitments. Can even fail to be there for 
friends in times of need (=neglect) if they perceive a greater opportunity exists for them to be 
the centre of attention. Needs to get the notion that attention is short term and fleeting whereas 
long lasting relationships are not. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The bland rockstar.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Fun Times and Befriending™. 
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Simply work out others behaviour patterns by matching these bratty descriptions; 
now enhanced with as Jekyll or as Hyde descriptions. 

But it is still the same person in front of you! 

 

Steadiness Quadrant – HIGH S 

9. SPECIALIST Pattern. ISFP. Michael Jackson. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Avoiding necessary confrontation. 
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, creative, fun, quirky, hardworking, dedicated, stable, self-aware, 
passionate. 
In Hyde mode:  "Cry baby", self-centred, oblivious, explosive, highly emotional, dramatic, critical.  
In Bratty mode:  The most self-centred, conflict and change averse pattern and need to realise 
that ironing out conflict and disputes is a necessary evil and avoiding confrontation often 
aggravates the situation. An alternate tendency is to drop the issue, rather than risk offending 
the other party. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The oblivious narcissist.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Avoidance of Change and Describing™. 
 

10. INVESTIGATOR Pattern. INFJ. Adolf Hitler. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Being pretentious.  
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, orderly, well-kept, self-aware, altruistic, humanitarian, community worker. 
In Hyde mode:  Manipulative, fussy, self-hating, explosive, critical, tactless, feels constantly 
victimized, egoistic. 
In Bratty mode:  At only around 1% of the population, are generally misunderstood, can be very 
tactless and are not easy to get to know well. Some may even be pleased about being 
misunderstood and not understand that rare does not equate to superiority. May use their 
uncommon nature as a means of belittling others for lacking their depth or analytical abilities or 
as an excuse for looking down on others. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The delicate egomaniac.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Independence and Valuing™. 
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11. AGENT Pattern. INFP. John Lennon. 

Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Holding others to unrealistic 
expectations. 
In Jekyll mode:  Kind, self-aware, stable, charitable, creative, open-minded, coolly confident, 
passionate. 
In Hyde mode:  Self-centred, oblivious, "cry baby", depressed, anxious, very lazy, explosive, 
egoistic. 
In Bratty mode: Despite seeing the best in people, wild imagination over embellishes (invents 
the best in) the other person or situation such that they become upset when the real-life version 
falls short of the fantasies. Need to grasp reality.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The hapless space cadet.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Space Cadetship and Dreaming™. 
 

12. ACHIEVER Pattern. ISTP. Hugh Jackman. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Displaying unwarranted grouchiness. 
In Jekyll mode:  Dedicated, hardworking, energetic, kind, altruistic, creative, quirky, coolly 
confident. 
In Hyde mode:  Risk taker, unpredictable, mean, know all, dramatic, fatalistic, bad tempered, 
cold. 
In Bratty mode:  Often very innocently, will respond grouchily towards whomever interrupts 
their train of thought. Needs to fake social pleasantries from time to time, even when not really 
in the mood to do so. Can ‘cry wolf’. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The vacuous brooder.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Work / Life Imbalance and Building™. 
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Simply work out others behaviour patterns by matching these bratty descriptions; 
now enhanced with as Jekyll or as Hyde descriptions. 

But it is still the same person in front of you! 

Conscientiousness Quadrant – HIGH C 

13. PRACTITIONER Pattern. ISFJ. Mother Teresa. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Conducting unwarranted passive-
aggressiveness. 
In Jekyll mode:  Nice, sympathetic, self-confident, passionate, dedicated, achiever, organized. 
In Hyde mode:  Manipulative, compulsive liar, chaotic, dramatic, critical, stifling, condescending, 
mean. 
In Bratty mode:  While wanting to make others happy, often feel uncomfortable expressing their 
own needs to avoid conflict at any cost. May hold onto grudges for ages while feeling bitter 
about their needs going unmet, despite the fact that they never divulged them. Need to get it 
that most are not mind readers and that passive-aggressiveness is not warranted until concerns 
have actually been raised.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The self-serving saint.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Apparent Expertise and Supporting™. 
 

14. OBJECTIVE THINKER Pattern. ISTJ. Warren Buffett. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Assuming moral superiority.  
In Jekyll mode:  Moral, kind, good leader, open-minded, organized, efficient, hardworking, 
dedicated. 
In Hyde mode:  Control-freak, exhibit traits of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, inflexible, 
dramatic, very emotional, egoistic, explosive. 
In Bratty mode:  Very principled individuals who take their duties and commitments incredibly 
seriously. They appreciate when others do as well and have issues when they do not. May decide 
that others are morally corrupt and fail to understand that their own system of morality differs 
from those of others and realise that they only have control over their own values, not others' 
values. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The ‘by the book’ or ‘r-sole’ boss.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Data and Operating™. 
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15. PERFECTIONIST Pattern. INTP. Albert Einstein. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Neglecting loved ones.  
In Jekyll mode:  Thoughtful, kind, altruistic, coolly confident, creative, fun, hardworking. 
In Hyde mode:  Know all, mean, self-hating, critical, highly emotional, explosive, oblivious. 
In Bratty mode:  Living in 'their own mind' may be seen as a lack of investment in a family 
relationship. May shut people out. Need to appreciate others who stand by them when there is 
trouble. Reclusiveness may be seen as a lack of investment in a relationship.  
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The inept academic.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Mad Science and Reasoning™. 
 

16. ENHANCER Pattern. INTJ. Mark Zuckerberg. 
Bratology™- Ill-mannered or immature or under pressure:  Assuming they have nothing to learn 
from others. 
In Jekyll mode:  Put-together, understanding, organized, coolly confident, flexible, open-minded, 
self-aware. 
In Hyde mode:  Mean, controlling, manipulative, spiteful, egoistic, have a superiority complex, 
lazy. 
In Bratty mode:  Very knowledgeable. May be self-absorbed and refuse to listen to what anyone 
has to say as they assume that they are the only competent individual around. This pattern 
needs to remember that there are different forms of intelligence and they do not possess them 
all. There is always a lot to learn, even from those originally deemed incompetent. 
E. Hunter’s Moniker™:  The smug rabblerouser.  
Archdeacon™:  The Archdeacon of Self-Sufficiency and Planning™. 
 

The Cambridge Dictionary essentially defines bratty as a bratty child or when a person behaves badly, 
especially because they expect to get everything that they want.  

Merriam-Webster says “an ill-mannered immature person”. 
Others say impudent; spoiled, whiner, tantrum thrower, always wants things their way. 

 
Elizabeth Hunter™ has, for over 20 years, relied on observing people’s behaviour  

when they are under pressure as the cornerstone of the Oxor Imposition Method™. 
This material is composed from many sources and is not subject to Copyright.  

This edition is dated September 26, 2022 and supercedes all prior editions. 


